Fostering an Active Flying Club in the Modern Era

AMA offers a variety of programs and benefits to chartered clubs such as flying site assistance and liability coverage. Visit www.modelaircraft.org/clubs to learn about the AMA and chartered clubs, and read more to learn what makes a flying club successful!

How-to

Deadly Flutter and How to Avoid It

Have you ever seen a beautiful sailplane on tow suddenly break apart? Read more to learn how proper building techniques and attention to detail can prevent deadly flutter.

Technical

RC Spread Spectrum Demystified

If you're like David Buxton, you are not willing to accept that several radios can share the same frequency until you understand how it's done. Read more to learn about the theory of how your RC transmitter works!

Our community

Visit the Indiana Warbird Campaign

The 2017 Indiana Warbird Campaign will take place August 31-September 2. Visitors and participants can enjoy three days of patriotic celebrations including air-battle re-enactments, open flying, and model air shows!

Join us for a look back at last year's event!

Product review

Dynamite Passport Duo 400W Dual AC/DC Touch Charger

This versatile charger has the ability to charge, discharge, and balance all major types of batteries used in RC today. Read more to learn about this charger's features!
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